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Spam evolution 2013

The year in figures

- The proportion of spam in email flows was 69.6% in 2013, which is 2.5 percentage points lower than in 2012
- The percentage of emails with malicious attachments was 3.2%, which is 0.2 percentage points lower than in 2012
- 32.1% of phishing attacks targeted social networks
- The greatest amount of spam – 23% – was sent from China
- 74.5% of spam emails sent in 2013 were no more than 1 KB in size
Adverts for legitimate goods and services migrate from spam

Criminalization of commercial spam

As we wrote last year, the amount of spam advertising legitimate goods and services is gradually decreasing. Advertisers increasingly prefer legitimate advertising to spam: more varied types of online advertising are becoming available, and these generate higher response rates at lower costs than spam can offer.

At the same time, in some spam categories commercial advertising is being gradually displaced by criminal mailings. A typical example is the Travel and Tourism category. This category used to account for 5 to 10 percent of all spam traffic and was made up entirely of various offers for trips, tours and tickets. These days, commercial advertising in spam is rare, but we see numerous malicious emails exploiting the subject of travel and leisure.

Fake confirmations of hotel or airplane ticket reservations have become a common part of spam; we saw such messages in spam traffic throughout the year. Instead of booking confirmations, files attached to such messages include malware (e.g., Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer or Backdoor.Win32.Androm.qt).
In 2013, spammers sent false cruise booking confirmations in addition to the usual emails imitating ticket or hotel booking confirmations.

These emails are similar to fake ticket and hotel booking confirmations: they are impersonal, they include a message about reservations that people have supposedly made and attachments containing malware.

In other words, while a couple of years ago spam might help people to book a tour package, ticket or hotel room, today’s spam email will more likely than not offer the recipient malware rather than an ad for a tour company.

The subject of traveling is now attracting fraudsters as well as malware distributors. In 2013,
we detected several mailings in which this spam category is used to launder money from stolen credit cards. Spam messages, which were sent in the hope that some of them would be received by hotels, contained room booking requests.

If a hotel employee responded to the message, spammers requested that the hotel withdraw an amount significantly exceeding the reservation fees (sometimes the request was made in the original message). The fraudsters requested that this amount be sent to them via Western Union, explaining that this sum was owed to the travel agent organizing their trip. The authors came up with a variety of reasons why the travel agent could not just charge their credit card for the necessary amount and why they themselves could not send the money by bank transfer. After a certain delay, the cybercriminals cancelled the hotel booking and received the second part of the money, which had been laundered in this way.
‘Gray’ mailings

Another issue is that on the one hand, advertisers want to advertise via well-designed official mailings (without any kind of spammer tricks and ‘noise’ making advertisements hard to read), which will reach users. On the other hand, they want to use huge databases that include millions of addresses rather than sending their messages to the few subscribers they already have.

The result is an increasing number of ‘gray’ mailings. These are official mailings that are sent from senders’ own servers rather than via botnets, they can be subscribed to and unsubscribed from. But in addition to official subscribers these messages are often sent to addresses taken from huge databases these companies have purchased – to people who never gave their consent to receive such messages. (It is worth noting that under many countries’ laws mailings without the prior consent of the recipients are illegal.)

This leads to situations in which part of a mailing is legal and legitimate and part of it is spam. This poses a new challenge for the anti-spam industry and leads to the development of new technologies based on sender reputations.
Trend of 2013: fake messages from antivirus vendors

Typically, malicious and fraudulent emails target credulous people or those who know very little about online security rules. A sensible person can hardly be expected to believe in the authenticity of an email saying he or she has won millions of dollars by pure chance, and someone who knows the basic rules of IT security would never follow a link in a message ‘from the bank’ and enter credentials to an online banking account.

In 2013, we detected several mailings which looked like messages from antivirus vendors, i.e., were designed for people who understand the basics of security.

Note that IT security experts strongly advise users to update their antivirus solutions regularly, because this is essential to deliver reliable protection for their computers. Cybercriminals are trying to take advantage of that. In an email sent on behalf of an antivirus vendor, they urged users to update their systems immediately using the file attached. The message itself did not change from one email to the next, but spammers used the names of virtually all major antivirus vendors in the sender field, including Kaspersky Lab, McAfee, ESET, Symantec and others.

In reality, the attachment was a malicious program detected by Kaspersky Lab as Trojan-Spy. Win32.Zbot.qsjm. The Trojan belongs to the infamous ZeuS/Zbot family and is designed to steal sensitive user data, particularly financial info. The malware is capable of modifying the contents of bank websites loaded on the browser by embedding malicious scripts in order
to obtain authentication data (logins, passwords and security codes). The Trojan also steals personal data by taking screenshots, recording a video of the screen, logging keystrokes, etc. Unusually, Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot.qsjm uses a P2P protocol and receives commands and the configuration file from other infected machines instead of connecting to a command-and-control server.

This same trick was also used in another mailing: a user received a fake email imitating a message from an antivirus vendor’s support service with the results of a file scan in the attachment.

```
From: support@symantec.com
To: [email...]
Cc: [email...]
Subject: [email...]

The sample file you sent contains a new virus version of mydoom.j. Please clean your system with the attached signature.

Sincerely,
Robert Ferrew

++++ Attachment: No Virus found
++++ F-Secure AntiVirus - www.f-secure.com
```

The attachment was supposedly a file that could be used to purge a malicious program from the system. In fact, it was an email worm detected by Kaspersky Lab as Email-Worm.Win32.NetSky.q. The worm is designed to collect email addresses from user contact lists.
World events in spam

In 2013, spammers actively exploited high-profile world events in their mass mailings. The overwhelming majority of these were fraudulent or malicious. For example, the news of the death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez was used both in fraudulent and malicious emails. However, as a rule, different categories of spammers focus on different types of news. For instance, “Nigerian letters” most often exploit events from Asia and the Middle East while European and American news is mainly utilized in emails containing malicious links. Fraudulent emails are distributed in different languages (however, they are often translated with the help of a machine-translation service) while malicious spam is almost always written in English.

In 2013 "Nigerian" spam actively exploited the theme of the overthrow of Egyptian President Mohammed Morsi as well as the issues related to the complicated political situation in Syria. Applying traditional “Nigerian” methods, the scammers tried to con money from users. Similar mass mailings appeared in response to the death of the Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi and the imprisonment of the Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak. All these emails are very similar although spammers keep trying to come up with new stories. For example, among the Syria-related spam there were messages sent allegedly on behalf of U.S. Army soldiers:

Other malicious spam referenced such events as the election of the new Pope, the birth of the royal baby in the UK, Edward Snowden's exposures, etc. Malicious emails usually imitate newsletters and contain a link to supposedly interesting material. In fact, the link redirects the user to a site with malicious programs.

Many malicious mailings exploiting breaking news contained links to sites using the Blackhole exploit kit. However, since the arrest of the alleged author of the Blackhole exploits in October typical news patterns have no longer been used by spammers. This is likely to be a temporary phenomenon and soon we will come across “newsletters” containing links to other malicious programs.
Statistics

The percentage of spam in email traffic

The percentage of spam in total email traffic decreased by 2.5 percentage points in comparison with the previous year and came to 69.6%. For the first time in many years the average annual spam percentage is less than 70%.

Over the course of the year the percentage of spam remained fairly constant from month to month (with the exception of the abnormally low figure for January). This suggests stability and we can be confident that there will be little different in the coming year.
The countries that are the top sources of spam remain the same: China (+3.5 percentage points) and the US (+2 points) were the source of 40.6% of all the world’s spam. These countries came first and second in the spam distribution rating, matching their positions in lists of countries ranked by number of Internet users.

South Korea moved up to third, seeing its percentage share increase 3.5 times compared with the previous year. Taiwan also saw a significant increase (+3.7 percentage points) as it climbed to 4th place.
The volume of spam from Kazakhstan, Ukraine and Belarus also grew, largely due to a spike in Q2, 2013:

![Graph showing percentage of spam originating in Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus in 2013]

The level of spam coming from Brazil decreased fourfold, which pushed it down from 5th to 16th. At the same time, the percentage of spam from Canada surged significantly, bringing it into the Top 20 spam sources for the first time. On average for 2013 Canada was ranked 14th.

![Graph showing percentage of outgoing spam from Canada and Brazil in 2013]

We hasten to point out Canada has still adopted no legislation against spam. An anti-spam law was first mooted in Canada back in 2005, but it is only due to come into effect on July 1, 2014, according to Industry Minister James Moore. As well as spam, the law will also regulate some related fields, such as botnet organization, phishing and malware distribution.
As for the top sources of spam by region, Asia (+5.3 percentage points) and North America (+3.2 percentage points) are still out in front. Eastern Europe moved up to third place after its share almost doubled compared with the previous year.

Western Europe's share decreased by 2.4 percentage points, though it remains in 4th place. Latin America came 5th in 2013 with a threefold drop in its share.
2013 could be called the year of the super-short email. The percentage of spam emails weighing in at under 1 KB came to 74.5%. Using compact messages spammers are able to send out more letters and reduce traffic costs. It is really easy to use machine-written short phrases, which change from message to message, by using a handful of key words and some random distortion. In the end you get unique messages, making the task of spam filters more difficult. These emails usually contain links to advertising websites. A typical example of super short spam is the advertising of medication like Viagra or Cialis.
Malicious attachments in email

In 2013 malicious attachments were found in 3.2% of all mail traffic, which is 0.2 percentage points lower than previously.

For the third year in a row the most prevalent malware spread by email were programs that attempted to steal confidential data, usually logins and passwords for Internet banking systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malware Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy.HTML.Fraud.gen</td>
<td>7.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email-Worm.Win32.Bagle.gt</td>
<td>2.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email-Worm.Win32.Mydoom.m</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email-Worm.Win32.Mydoom.l</td>
<td>1.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Banker.HTML.Agent.p</td>
<td>0.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot.lbda</td>
<td>0.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worm.Win32.Mabezat.b</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.hjva</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email-Worm.Win32.NetSky.q</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan.Win32.Bublik.aknd</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trojan-Spy.HTML.Fraud.gen took first place. It is generally distributed using phishing emails and is designed to look like an html page used as the registration form of an online banking service. That page is then used by phishers to steal user account data.

The email worms Bagle and Mydoom dominate the Top 10, occupying positions 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9. The main function of these worms is to collect electronic addresses from infected computers. Bagle email worms can also receive remote commands to integrate with other malicious applications.

Trojan-Banker.HTML.Agent.p ended 2013 in 5th place. Like Fraud.gen, this malware is designed as an html-page that copies registration forms for online banking and other Internet services. It aims to steal user account details.

In 6th place we find a Trojan spy from the Zbot family. The Zeus/Zbot families also target confidential data, including credit card details. Last year this malware did not make the Top 10 but we knew better than to assume it had gone away. The Zbot malware family has existed for years and is constantly changing.
Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.hjva came 8th. Malware of this type is created to steal passwords to user accounts.

10th place is occupied by Trojan.Win32.Bublik.aknd, which collects FTP passwords, authorization data for email services and certificates from infected computers. The Trojan can also search for logins and passwords saved in Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome browsers. All passwords are sent directly to the criminals.

Some malware families have many different modifications, and others only a few types, so our rating of malware families is different from the rating of malicious programs.

The Top 10 malware families distributed via mail traffic in 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malware Family</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer</td>
<td>14.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot</td>
<td>13.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan.Win32.Bublik</td>
<td>8.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Spy.HTML.Fraud</td>
<td>8.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor.Win32.Androm</td>
<td>5.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Blocker</td>
<td>2.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email-Worm.Win32.Mydoom</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email-Worm.Win32.Bagle</td>
<td>2.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan-PSW.Win32.Fareit</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan.Win32.Inject</td>
<td>1.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Along with the families described above – Tepfer, Zbot, Bublik, Fraud, Mydoom and Bagle – the following species are included in this rating:

- Backdoor.Win32.Androm allows a criminal to control an infected computer secretly, for example, to download other malicious files and run them, send information from the victim’s computer, etc. Moreover, computers infected with this malware are often included in a botnet.

- Trojan-Ransom.Win32.Blocker is designed for blackmail. It blocks the OS activity and displays a banner detailing the conditions needed to regain control of the system. Typically it demands a text message be sent to a premium rate number where the criminals can hoover up the proceeds.

- Trojan-PSW.Win32.Fareit.amdp searches through the registry and system files that store confidential data to find and transmit passwords, logins and other information to the criminals.
- Trojan.Win32.Inject is a loader program that downloads other malware onto an infected computer.

The distribution of email antivirus detections by country in 2013:

- USA
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- China
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- Turkey
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- Brazil
- Others

The pie chart shows the percentage distribution of email antivirus detections by country in 2013.
As for the countries which receive most malware, the Top 3 remains the same as before – the US, the UK and Germany. While the share going to Germany and the United States hardly varied, the UK’s share rose from 5.4% in Q1 to 11.9% in Q4.

Other countries showed broadly similar results, except for Italy, which surged from 10th to 5th position (+2.1 percentage points). This may be explained by the events of February when Italy was exposed to a widespread distribution containing Trojan-Banker.HTML.Agent.p. That lifted Italy to first place in the Top 10 for that month.
In 2013 we saw phishers targeting more organizations that have no direct link to any financial data or service. There was a 7.6 percentage points increase in attacks using social networks, and search engines saw a 1.8 percentage points rise. The percentage of attacks on email services increased fourfold. At the same time the numbers for financial institutions and online stores dropped by 6 percentage points and 12.2 percentage points respectively.
These significant changes show that phishing is monetized mostly by the sale of stolen accounts. These accounts are later used for spam or malicious distribution across their contact lists. Today’s trend to unify services in a single place means that a single account could open up access to email, social networks, file storage and more. It’s also quite possible a victim account will be linked to banking data. Thus, every account becomes an attractive target for a cybercriminal.
Conclusion and forecasts

Across the whole of 2013 the percentage of spam decreased by 2.5 percentage points in comparison with the previous year, although apart from a sudden dip in January levels remained fairly consistent. In 2014 the percentage of spam in traffic is also likely to remain almost the same. At the same time, the field of “grey” distribution, material sent out both to subscribers and a wide range of uninterested users, is likely to grow.

As we see fewer legal commercial offers in spam, the more we see fraudulent and malicious messages appearing. Previously cybercriminals could rely on exploiting the trust of unwary users, but now they face a new generation of IT-savvy targets. That has prompted them to adopt new tactics, such as sending out malicious attachments in the guises of antivirus updates. Among malicious attachments there is more and more malware which aims to steal confidential data, especially passwords and logins to banking systems. We expect this trend to continue next year.

At the same time, however, phishing attacks are shifting from bank accounts to social networking and email. This can be partly explained by the fact that today’s email accounts often give access to a lot of content, including email, social networking, instant messaging, cloud storages and sometimes even a credit card.

Spam is changing and as traditional advertising declines we see far more fraud, malware and phishing. As a result, even experienced Internet users have to be more alert than ever to avoid stumbling into a cybercriminal’s trap.